Tobias Rehberger:

With my blockchain based edition “Fairytales &
Conspiracies”, I wanted to create NFTs that are
more than digitally certiﬁed artworks. My
objective was to make conceptual use of this
new technology within the framework of
references that I have built over the span of my
career. The result brings together the new
world of purely digital NFTs with the tangible,
old world of ﬁne art prints to discuss questions
related to authorship, originality, ownership and
what constitutes an artwork. Each NFT consists
of a liquid poster, whose single elements are
solidiﬁed by selecting an individual artwork,
which is then also delivered as a ﬁne art digital
print. I created the motifs from the huge image
archive of action press.

„Fairytales and Conspiracies“ is a series of animated digital collages that are deeply rooted in the
surrealist tradition. Using typographic elements that are quotes of Max Frisch’s book
„Questionnaire“ the pieces raise thought-provoking questions about the state of our world and the
individual in today’s society.
While collages traditionally are based on found imagery print media, Rehberger created these
collages digitally, using the image stock of one of the biggest image archives in the world: venture
partner action press.
When offered the possibility to publish these collages as NFTs, Rehberger developed a unique
concept for them, unprecedented in the art world:
By animating the collages he created “liquid posters” in which the compositions of the collages are
constantly in motion as elements ﬂoat, turn, grow, shrink and travel across the image pane in loops
ranging from 18 to 36 seconds.

Brick & Mortar, Liquid Poster No. 1 | Is it a place or is it a feeling?
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The unique score of the underlying videos of the
NFTs was composed and recorded by renowned
electronic musician Markus Nikolai.

Bait & Switch, Liquid Poster No. 3 | We have a question for you...

Tobias Rehberger (Esslingen, 1966, lives and works
in Frankfurt/Main) is one of the most inﬂuential and
successful German artists of his generation. For
more than 30 years, he has been building a
consistent body of work in which he undermines
artistic ideals such as genius and authenticity. Using
strategies from many other ﬁelds and disciplines,
Tobias Rehberger examines the meaning of art and
what the future possibilities for art production are.
The objects he creates are versatile and can be
repeatedly adapted to the context in which they are
meant to function. In this way, Rehberger’s oeuvre
evolves into an unpredictable and playful whirlpool
of shapes and colours.

Chicken & Egg, Liquid Poster No. 2 | Which came ﬁrst and who is having the last laugh?

With these artworks, Rehberger has found a way to
combine many elements and motifs well known
from his oeuvre with a clever new use of the
technological advantages NFTs offer, to create a
unique concept for this digital artwork. “Fairytales
and Conspiracies” taps into a subject that has been
central to Rehberger’s work since the beginning of
his career: the position of the artist in the process of
authorship. While an NFT’s main beneﬁt, in the
context of art, is to certify the originality of a
(digital) work of art, Rehberger questions it by
handing over the ﬁnal decision about the artistic
composition to the buyer, letting them decide which
conﬁguration of the collaged elements should be
their “original Rehberger”. Owning such a solidiﬁed
“liquid poster” as an NFT - including a digital image
of the frame as well as a paper-printed poster with
autograph signature - touches on the question of
what is an authentic and original artwork.
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5 different video motifs.
2021
Multimedia artworks composed of images
selected by the artist from “action press AG”
archive containing 160 million images.
Each video motif has its individual soundtrack
composed by the renowned producer of electronic
music Markus Nikolai.
NFT Edition Size:
Liquid poster No.1 - “Brick & Mortar”:
Liquid poster No.2 - “Chicken & Egg”:
Liquid poster No.3 - “Bait & Switch”:
Liquid poster No.4 - “Smoke & Mirrors”:
Liquid poster No.5 - “Lost & Found”:

1.080
720
510
720
720

Total edition size “Fairytales & Conspiracies”: 3.750

Lost & Found, Liquid Poster No. 5 | Where would you go?

Each NFT includes:
• high-resolution digital image of their selected
frame out of a liquid poster video clip (unique, png
ﬁle)
CAVEAT: If the frame you selected has already
been sold, our algorithm will propose to you the
frame closest to your initial selection that is still
available!
• physical ﬁne art paper print of their selected
frame in A1 format (594 x 841 mm, 23.3 x 33.1
inch) size (unique + signed by hand by Tobias
Rehberger; incl. international shipping to buyer‘s
address)
• the liquid poster (= video clip incl. audio) that their
selected frame originates from (Limited Edition;
total edition size 3.750; for edition size of each
liquid poster please refer to the information
posted above)
Sales Starting Date: 28 Sep 2022, 18:00 CET

Smoke & Mirrors, Liquid Poster No. 4 | Can you feel the wind of change?

“Fairytales and Conspiracies”

www.fairytalesandconspiracies.art
All inquiries to:

nft@fairytalesandconspiracies.art
Issuing entity:
action press AG
Wielandstr. 3
60318 Frankfurt am Main

